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ACRO PRODUCTS COMPANY 
Listed in this pamphlet are those items which AcroProducts Company 

manufactures for industrial lise alld for distribution th rough electronic 
parts distributors. These .�/or.k r.omponerzts are designed for audio alld 
instrumentation applications of thf' highest quality. 

I n addition, the facilities of Acro Products Cumpany are available for 
specialty design and manufacture of transformers (audio, pulse , and 
power j, reactors , and associated items of a great variety 0/ types. Inquiries 
are invited lor quotations Oil special units which are not readily avaUable 

elsewhere. 
Acro has the design. capabilities and the production abilities and facili

ties for units of hard-to-obtain characteristics. If the design requirement 
calls lor extra small size, unusually wide bandwidth, very low distortion, 
or other unique feature, Acro is prepared to tackle it. 

Both multiple and single winding facilities are available; and pro
duction skill permits meeting of close tolerances and maintenance of 
specifications for both. samples and production runs. 



ACROSOUND ULTRA.LINEAR TRANSFORMERS 

Transformer design has been called an art rather 

than a science. This indicates that two designers striv· 

ing for a given level of performance will probably 

attempt to achieve it in two different ways. Likewise, 

they will se.t two different ceilings to their achievable 

levels of quality. Acrosound Ultra·Linear transformers 

have been designed for a level of performance which 

most designers believed unattainable at a competitive 

price. The methods by which the designs have been 

achieved are unique and are protected by United States 

patents, with foreign patents pending. Acrosound trans· 

formers are better transformers, and there are good 

reasons for this superiority. 

• Acrosound Design-Acro design has distinctive 

features. It permits comparable performance on 

all taps of a tapped transformer. It is designed 

for wider bandwidth-far in excess of the audio 

band so as to allow more stable feedback and 

to insure good transient response. Aero trans· 

formers are designed for lowest possible distor· 

tion at all frequencies and all power levels using 

generous design margins which make all the 

performance ratings conservative. 

• Acrosound Materials-Aero uses the finest grades 

of core material in specially shaped laminations. 

These are not the ordinary scrap less type of 

laminations as used in power transformers but a 

more expensive style which has unusually fine 

properties in audio design. Even such a com· 

paratively small detail as potting compound has 

been integrated in the Acrosound design-a spe· 

cial microcrystalline wax is used for better pro· 

tection and performance even though its cost is 

higher than conventional potting materials. All 

the materials have been selected for their opti. 

mum contribution to performance rather than 

for purpose of cutting cost. 

• Acrosound Production-Aero production of out· 

put transformers is carried out on winding equip· 

ment which has been specially designed and 

custom manufactured for producing this basic 

type of transformer. Windings are carried to the 

exact turn without deviation. Complete unifor· 

mity is achieved through maintenance of ex· 

tremely close production tolerances. 

• Acrosound Testing-Every Acrosound output 

transformer is subjected to a series of tests. These 

include: testing for balance on all balanced 

windings (ac balance is guaranteed to 1%) ; test 

for accuracy of reflected impedance between 

primary and all secondary windings and taps; 

test for shorted turns; test for shorts from pri. 

mary to secondary, from primary to case, and 

from secondary to case; test for open windings; 

test of exciting current to insure maintenance of 

inductance and core power handling capacity; 

2000 volt test of insulation. Additional extensive 

tests are applied to a representative sampling of 

production to insure maintenance of all perform· 

ance characteristics. 

Those are the reasons why Acrosound consistently 

gives the finest performance and why Acrosound output 

transformers have achieved the finest of reputations in 

the period since the beginning of 1950 when they were 

first introduced. A continuing program of research and 

development has produced new and better models; and 

without fanfare, new methods and techniques have been 

incorporated into Aero design and production which 

make Acrosound output transformers better than ever. 



ACROSOUND ULTRA.LINEAR CIRCUITS 

Top quality transformers make any circuit better. 
However, the best results come from the use of the 
finest quality in all parts of the system, and it is desir· 
able to use quality circuits and quality transformers 
together. Therefore, in order to get optimum benefit 
from Acrosound output transformers, Acro Products 
Company has maintained a policy of continued research 
and development in the audio field so as to integrate 
transformers and circuits into better quality amplifiers. 

One of the fruits of the program was development of 
the Ultra·Linear output stage which constitutes a basic 
advance in the audio art. This circuit has been widely 
described in the literature. extensively imitated, and is 
now universally accepted as the tops in high fidelity 
reproduction. 

Briefly, the Ultra·Linear principle involves the mix· 
ing of plate and screen currents in the output trans· 
former so that the dynamic plate characteristics of a 
tetrode are made more linear without decreasing its 
power sensitivity. This brings together the basic advan· 
tages of both triode tube type and tetrode tube type 
and makes an output stage which can be demonstrated 
to have less distortion than either triode or tetrode. The 
conventional arrangement uses carefully positioned taps 
on the primary winding to energize the screens; or if 
different dc potentials are required on plate and screen, 
the screens are energized through a tightly coupled ter· 
tiary winding. 

This circuit permits lower distortion and better trans· 
ient performance of the amplifier; To augment this, a 
special series of efficient, wide band, low distortion 
transformers were developed for use in Ultra·Linear cir· 
cuits. This combination of circuit and transformer, 
tailored for each other, has resulted in a new standard 
of high fidelity performance. The combination has 
reached world wide fame because it makes for better 
amplifiers both on the basis of measurements and on the 
basis of listening comparisons. 

The research policies which evolved the Ultra·Linear 
power output stage and Ultra·Linear transformers con· 
tinue. New tube types and circuit variants have been 
uncovered which continue to bring improvement, and 
these are continually brought to the public via articles 
and media such as this pamphlet. Therefore, a large 
section of this pamphlet is devoted to circuitry, both 
Ultra·Linear and conventional, which will be of interest 
to all of those who seek better audio 

Many circuit types are illustrated in the schematics 
included in this pamphlet. These range in power output 

from 10 watts to 100 watts. All of them are integrate 
designs in which factors of performance, stability, reli .. 
hility, and efficiency have heen halanced to provide 
outstanding quality. 

In some cases deviations have heen made from pre· 
viously puhlished versions of these circuits (both in 
trade journals and in earlier editions of this Acrosound 
pamphlet). These changes have heen hased on con· 
tinued investigation of. the circuits and contrihute minor 
improvements where these have proven possihle. The 
experience of users of these Acrosound circuits has been 
helpful in the development of circuit changes which 
lead to improved performance. The comments and ques· 
tions of others who use these circuits are welcomed; and 
it is hoped that they can lead to further beneficial refine· 
ments for future release. 

All of the designs shown provide audio quality of the 
very highest level and set performance standards for the 
entire high fidelity industry. They do not contain "gim. 
micks" or super.sensitive adjustments which make it 
unlikely that the builder be able to duplicate the per· 
formance of the original. Actually, the performance of 
any of these circuits can be readily replicated or sur· 
passed by the audio experimenter using standard parts 
and conventional construction practices. 

All of these designs have certain performance features 
in common. For example, the bandwidth of all of these 
amplifiers is far in excess of the customary audio 
spectrum in order to provide superior transient response. 
A minimum frequency response of plus or minus 1 db 
from 10 cps to 100 kc is available from any of the 
amplifiers; and several of the Ultra.Linear circuits 
extend this specification from 2 cps to 200 kc. 

Rated output of these amplifiers is reached at very 
low distortion levels-the I imit in this direction being 
set by the particular tubes used and by the balance of 
signals through push pull portions of the circuit. For 
example, the published 1M curves on the Ultra·Linear 
Williamson circuit (page 8) showed 1 % distortion at 
20 watts ouput. However, with a matched set of output 
tubes and balanced drive to the output stage, 30 watts 
can be reached for the same distortion figure. 

Distortion is also exceptionally low over a very wide 
frequency band. The rated power of these circuits is 
available from 20 cps to 20 kc with a minimum of 
distortion. This is rarely true of commercial amplifiers 
which have flat frequency response but in which distor· 
tion rises at frequency extremes. 

The most important characteristic of an audio ampli. 
fier is its listening quality. The integration of top grade 



output transformers and top grade circuitry leads to 
.,mooth, clean, natural sound. The circuits which follow 
.lave that natural listening quality in which various 
orchestral choirs are well defined, individual instru· 

ments are not muddled into the background, and there 
is no harshness or strain in the upper frequency regions. 

Triode Circuit with Acrosound TO-250 
Transformer (page 7) 

The 2A3 type of triode has been a favorite of high 
fidelity constructors for many years. Many amplifiers 
using this tube or its modern equivalent, the 6B4, are 
still in existence and can be improved substantially 
through use of the TO·250 transformer and up·to.date 
circuitry. The circuit shown provides 10 watts of quality 
output with wider bandwidth and lower distortion than 
had ever been available from the older type circuits and 
components. 

6L6 Circuit with TO-280 Transformer (page 7) 

The beam tetrode, as exemplified by the 6L6 (or 
5881) type of tube can be used as the basis of an 
efficient high quality amplifier using comparatively few 
stages and simple circuitry. The circuit shown uses a 
mique arrangement for obtaining a low impedance 

power �ource for the screen grids. This expedient, along 
with a quality output transformer and stable feedback 
arrangement, permits 24 watts of clean output with 
excellent distortion and transient characteristics. 

Williamson Type Circuits with TO·300 and 
TO-290 Transformers (page 8) 

Williamson type amplifiers are no longer rare or 
novel, but their popularity remains undiminished be· 
cause they offer excellent quality and were one of the 
first truly high fidelity circuits available to the home 
constructor. The triode Williamson with the Acrosound 
TO·290 transformer was described in Radio and Tele· 
vision News, December 1950 and has been a source of 
pleasure to many high fidelity fans and music lovers. 
It provides about 12 watts of clean output, wide fre· 
quency response, and a flat power curve. 

The Ultra·Linear Williamson arrangement with the 
Acrosound TO·300 transformer doubles the power of 
the triode version for a given distortion and also pro· 
vides better transient performance as evaluated by 
square waves. This circuit has been described in Audio 

�ngineering, June 1952 and Radio and Television News, 
february 1953. Many thousands of these amplifiers 
have been constructed by experimenters, kit assemblers, 
and manufacturers. Satisfied users everywhere know 

that its performance is unequalled within its power 
bracket. 

Ultra-Linear 6L6 Circuit Using TO-300 
Transformer (page 9) 

Ultra·Linear circuitry achieved its popularity with 
the 6L6 (or 5881) circuit shown. First described in 
Audio Engineering, November, 1951 the cricuit is still 
among the finest available. 20 watts of power are avail· 
able and the quality is that which has made the circuit 
world-famous for naturalness ·and easy listening. The 
arrangement is non-critical and stable and will preserve 
its excellent quality for many years without adjustment 
or change. 

6V6 Circuits with Acrosound TO-270 and TO .. 310 
Transformers (page 9) 

The 6V6 tube has been very popular in commercial 
amplifiers of about 10 watt capability. Many of these 
amplifiers can be substantially improved by conversion 
to one of the circuits shown. The circuit with the 
TO·270 preserves conventional tetrode operation of the 
tubes. That with the TO·310 furnishes Ultra-Linear 
operation with about 10 watts of output at 1 % inter
modulation distortion. This arrangement is basically 
similar to many 6V6 circuits which are popular, and 
conversion of these to Ultra-Linear operation is rela
tively simple. An example of this conversion was 
described in Radio and Television news, June 1954. 

Push Pull Parallel Ultra-Linear Amplifier with 

TO-330 Transformer (page 10) 
The push pull parallel circuit shown is the '�ig 

brother" of the Ultra-Linear Williamson circuit. It does 
better than twice the output for a given distortion and 
makes an amplifier with less than 1 % intermodulation 
distortion at 60 watts of output, and 40 watts is avail
able at .25% 1M. 20 watts of output are handled effort
lessly over the band from 10 cps to 100 kc, and the 
full 60 watts is available from 20 cps to 20 kc. High 
power capability plus a damping factor of 16 give 
clean unmuddled reproduction of the heaviest bass pas
sages while a smooth crystal clear treble range bal
ances the bass. 

100 Watt Amplifier with the TO-350 Transformer 
(page 11) 

High Fidelity power to fill a stadium is obtainable 
in the 100 watt circuit featuring the unique TO-350 



transformer. This transformer provides Ultra·Linear 
connection via a tertiary winding to energize the screen 
grids of type 6146 tubes (or other tubes in which a dc 
difference between plate and screen is essential). This 
amplifier supplies its rated power within 1 db from 20 
cps to 20 kc and offers tremendous power and excellent 
quality simultaneously. Other circuit variants with the 
6146 are of course practical. It is recommended, how. 
ever, that the use of a low impedance driving source, 
such as the cathode follower arrangement shown, be 
utilized if optimum results are desired. 

6Y6 Amplifier using the TO·320 Transformer 
(page 12) 

The 6Y6 tube is not well known for audio use. Exper. 
imentation indicated that its performance as a tetrode 
was not particularly advantageous, and triode operation 
resulted in insufficient power output. However, investi· 
gation of the tube for Ultra-Linear use uncovered the 
fact that its performance characteristics are unusually 
fine for lower power applications. Low level distortion 
with this tube approaches the vanishing point, and this 
characteristic is maintained up to within 10% of maxi
mum output. With a 275 volt supply (at 160 rna) the 
1M distortion at 15 watts is about .25%, and about 18 
watts are reached before distortion rises significantly. 

The circuit shown is a high stability arrangement 
which contains several novel features. Naturally, many 
other arrangements are perfectly feasible including the 
Williamson type. 

High Power Ultra·Linear Williamson Type 
Amplifier with 6550 Tubes (page 13) 

For many applications, power output in excess of 50 
watts is very desirable. It is now practical to convert 

eXIstmg Williamson (and Ultra-Linear Williamson) 
type amplifiers to high powered Ultra-Linear use with 
the new Tung Sol 6550 tubes and the Acrosound TO-330 
output transformer. Although this transformer was ori
ginally designed for push pull parallel operation of 
KT-66's and similar tubes, its characteristics have been 
found well suited for use with one pair of 6550 tubes 
operated at the voltages which are available in William
son circuits. 

The schematic on page 13 includes the original power 
supply and voltage amplifier stages of the Williamson 
type circuit. The power output stage has been modified 
for Ultra-Linear operation of the 6550 tube with fixed 
bias. This bias suppiy is small enough to add under 
existing chassis layouts. The only other circuit changes 
required for converting an existing amplifier, in addi
tion to change in the output transformer, are those 
which adjust for 20 decibels of stable feedback. The 
networks added to the amplifier insure a generous mar
gin of stability at both high and low frequencies with
out restriction of bandwidth. 

The frequency response of this amplifier is plus or 
minus 1 db from 2 cps to over 200 kc with no peaking 

or raggedness. Intermodulation distortion is less than 
1 % up to 50 watts of output, and this power is avail
able practically undistorted at any frequency from 20 
cps to 20 kc. Transient response, as evaluated by step 
inputs and square waves, is excellent. 

For users of Williamson circuits who wish to increase 
their available power 'without degradation of listening 
quality, this circuit is extremely convenient. In addition, 
its stability, compactness, and efficiency make it desir
able for original construction of amplifiers with a con
servative 50 watt power rating. 



TRIODE CIRCUIT WITH ACROSOUND TO.2S0 TRANSFORMER 
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100 WATT AMPLIFIER WITH THE TO·350 TRANSFORMER 
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Case Type "A" 
3%dl/",x41j", high 

MODEL IMPEDANCESo 
TO·230 3000 plat.· 

lo·plat. 
4, 8, 16 
.",ond.ry 

10·250 5000 plitt· 
to· p latt 
4, 8, 16 
"condary 

10·270 10.000 pl.t.· 
to· plat. 
4, 8. 16 
.",ond.ry 

TO·280 9000 plot.· 
lo·plate 
4, 8, 16 
IOccndary 

TO·290 12.000 plat.· 
lo.pl.l. 
4, 8, 16 
s.condary 

TO·300 6600 plat •• 
10' plato 
4, 8, 16 
mondary 

TO·310 8000 platt· 
lo·plal. 
4, 8, 16 
I",ondory 

TO·320 3500 plate. 
lo·ploto 
4, 8, 16 
.... nd.ry 

10·330 3800 plal.-
to· plat. 
4. 8, 16 
mondary 

TO·350 6600 pIal.· 
lo·plal. 
4. 8, 16 
lOCondary 

ACROSOUND TRANSFORMERS 

POWER 
RATING 

20 watls-
20 CPI to 20 kc 
40 watts-
30 cps to 15 kc 
10 watts-
20 CI" to 20 kc 
20 walls-. 
30 cps to 15 kt 
10 watts-
20 CPI 10 20 kc 20 walls-

. 30 cps 10 15 ic 
20 watts.-20 cps to 20 kc 
40w.tts-30 CPI to 15 kc 
20 wotts.-
20 cps to 20 kc 
40 watts.-
30 cps 10 15 kc 
20 •• Us-
20 CPS to 30 kc 
40.atts.-30 cps to 20 kc 

10.otts-
20 cp. 10 30 kt 
20.atts-30 cp. 10 20 kc 
10.01ls.-
20 cps 10 30 kc 
20.atts-
30 cps to 20 kc 
SO.OUI-
20 cps to 30 kc 
100 •• th-
30 CPS to 20 kc 

100.atts 
20 cps 10 20 kc 

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

FREQUfNCY 
RESPONSE 

::1 db 
10 cps 10 
40 kt 

::1 db 
10 CPS to 
40 kc 

::1 db 
10 cps to 
40 kc 

::1 db 
10 cps to 
40 kt 

:!:1 db 
10 cps to 
40 ic 

::1 db 
10 cps to 
100 kc 

::1 db 
10 cps 10 
100 ic 

:!:1 db 
10 Cps 10 
100 kc 

:!:1 db 
10 cpllo 
100 kc 

:!:1 db 
7 cps to 
70 kc 

RATED 
PRIMARY 
CURRENT 

PER TUBE 
150 ma 

75 mo 

75 mO 

75 ma 

75 ma 

75 ma 

75 m. 

75 m. 

150 m. 

175 m. 

PERMISSIBLE 
DC u 

PRIMARY CASE 
UNBALANCE TYPE 

20% A 

10% A 

10% A 

10% A 

10% A 

15% A 

10 % A 

10% A 

15% B 

10'10 B 

WEIGHT 

7 1M. 

6 lb •. 

6 lb<. 

7 Ibs. 

7 Ibs. 

7 1M. 

6 Ib,. 

6 Ibl. 

14 Ibl. 

14 Ib,. 

NET 
PRICE 
$14�0 

11.75 

11.75 

14.50 

15.75 

24.75 

18.75 

18.75 

39.75 

49.50 

Case Type " 8 " 

4.4%.5% high 

APPLICATION 
For use wilh 684', 
or 2A3', fixed bia$ 
PII par. 6l6'., m. 

For use wilh 684', 
or 2A3's sell bia$, 
6l6's, clau A, .tc. 

For Ult willi 6V6'" 
6K6'1, tie. 

F... me "ith 6l6'" 
dlSS ABI 

For Ult with triod. 
cannteltd 807'. or 
5881"s in Willi ... • 
son type ciRUit 
For Ulln·Linw oper. 
ation of KT ·66'" 807'" 588l's, 1614:, 
and 6l6's, UIIn·linar 

_,ion If Willi .. • 

sen tYpe cil'Ulits 

For Ultn·li ..... op. 
mtiGn of 6V6's or 
El'84's 

For Ultn·liMw 011' 
enliGn .f 6Y6's 

For push pull Ultr.· linea. 6550'. £1:34', 6CA 7', or for push 
pull parallel ope •• tion of KT-66' •. 807's. etc. 

F... Ultn·Li ..... 011-
mUon of 6146 lubes 
using Itrti..., winding 
for _ comtClion. 

• All mo<lels ... 11,101, wltll addition. I lit ... u·ir"I1"� 112�, ""I �,Oll "hm'l .t 
u!ra ('oot.or $6.00 n�t rur m4111cl!'l with nnmllt'r)i: 11]1 til TII-:ttn ilnd $10.nO nt't 
fflr mlld,1s TO-3:!O ",,,I T()·:I"I). �1o,,1"b "'lth Ii,,,, ,dn,lin� or. ,1.,lln.I«1 II)' 
model nllml"'rs l'lHlln� in "5:' Fur l'X;tm,lh' • .\I""'rl Tu·:�utl with iUhllt.lunal 
lin •• ·jndln, Is sperme" uS TO·�tI;,. 

YO All CISes In: furni,h,,1 in ,II". KIV)" lIomn".luloJ lin Ish. IO·lnth en)". rooJetl 
\I.'ire It>ltls are hwui:ht out lhwlIlh ('.JSt' 1",Uflm!ii. 

.Model 
TP·520 

TP·550 

ra.e In'" ",\" m"unl, ,..1I1t bose na"ce. c.'" tn'" "Il" hJs pro.lslon for 
"jlll" tup lit wllom mountlnt. 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 
(Availability Date To Be Announced laler) 
Voltages 

285·0·285 
6.3V 
5V 

175 rna 

5a 
2a 

825·290·0·100·290·825 

6.:�V 
5V 
5V 

6a 
6a 
2a 

Use 
For 6Y6 

Amplifiers 

For 6146 
Amplifiers 

Net 
Price 

9.75 

33.75 

All power transformers supplied in gray hammertone end bells with upright mounting. 



• I • I 

'----- ' . . . -----" ::�:: 
----�: :�-----

AUTHENTIC ACROSOUND ULTRA·LINEAR 
TRANSFORMERS AND CIRCUITS ARE 

YOUR GUARANTEE OF QUALITY 
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